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Real-time applications nowadays are implemented using a distributed 
architecture. Real-time task scheduling on such distributed system is a 
complex problem. The existing real-time task scheduling techniques for the 
distributed system are primarily based on partitioned and global scheduling. 
In this paper, we proposed cluster-based real-time tasks scheduling on a 
distributed system which is a hybrid scheduling approach where processing 
nodes group into clusters. The real-time tasks are not allowed to migrate 
among the processing nodes of the different cluster which reduce the 
migration and preemption overheads problem of global scheduling and 
improve system utilization which is the problem in partitioned scheduling 
approach. The performance of the proposed scheduler analyzes with 
different configurations of the cluster. The analysis of the result shows 
that task acceptance rate and system utilization increase as the number of 
clusters tuned to a smaller value. The migration, preemption, and scheduling 
overheads reduce with increasing the size cluster. The simulation result shows 
that the proposed scheduler increases the system utilization by approximately 
20%. The migration and preemption overheads reduce by approximately 
42% and 32 % as compared to benchmark global schedulers.

1. Introduction
Real-time systems comprise systems which correctness depends upon logical as well as tempo-

ral correctness. Logical correctness means to produce correct output. Temporal correctness means the 
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output must produce at the correct time. Let consider an example of an antilock brake real-time system 
in the car where the brake must be applied at the correct time (Gupta, 2019). Real-time computer system 
acts as a part of a larger system in most the complex applications such as air traffic control system and 
such systems are called real-time system (Coulouris et al., 2011). Real-time system changes its state as 
system physical time e.g. in a chemical plant the chemical reaction continues to affect its state no matter 
whether the controlling computer system is stopped. Hence it is recommended that the real-time system 
must decompose into several subsystems called clusters (Erickson and Anderson, 2019). Figure 1 shows 
a real-time system that consists of a controller cluster which is the collection of objects which operations 
are controlled by the real-time computer system. Computations cluster which represents the collection 
of processing units used to perform computations and operator cluster which represents the group of 
operators interact with control objects through the real-time computer system. A real-time computer 
system interacts with the control objects through an instrumental interface (Dellabani et al., 2019).

Figure 1: Real Time System Cluster

The distributed system is the system in which the set nodes communicate with each other through a 
communication network. When the real-time computer system is distributed then all the computational 
nodes get connected using real time communication networks as shown in Figure 2 (Hammou et al., 2019).

Figure 2: Real Time Distributed System

The reasons why real-time system implemented as the distributed system are as follows (Bastoni 
et al., 2010):

1. The nature of the application is distributed for example air traffic control system

2. To achieve high performance using efficient scheduling of tasks on distributed nodes
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3. Fault-tolerant system as there is no single point failure in the distributed system

4. System architecture where the number of processing nodes communicates with each other

5. Composability: Large and complex systems are composed of several smaller subsystems. In a 
distributed real-time system the efficient integration of smaller subsystems is possible by the 
interaction of these distributed nodes.

6. Scalability: The distributed real-time system is scalable to accommodate the need for a large 
and complex application.

The importance of the problem:

The complex real-time system application like air traffic control systems, autonomous cars, avi-
onics require state of art scheduling techniques to schedule various tasks efficiently and within the 
deadline for the massive number of distributed nodes to communicate through the network. The size 
and complexity of these distributed real-time applications increasing day by day and it is extremely 
difficult to schedule these distributed applications and achieve real-time performance. The run time 
overhead, scalability, response time, system utilization, changing communication and network archi-
tecture, tasks allocation, tasks dependencies, and allocations are few problems that need to addresses 
for a real-time distributed application. To extremely these problems efficiently, scalable, modular, and 
flexible real-time distribution scheduling is required.

The existing available solutions:

The recent publication provides the solution to these problems using time-triggered real-time 
scheduling of tasks on the distributed system (Zhang et al., 2014). The grouped tasks and net-
work-level scheduling for a time-triggered real-time distributed system are developed (Craciunas 
and Oliver, 2016). The solution proposed by these publications are suitable for limited distributed 
application but the performance of this scheduler get decrease for large-scale distributed appli-
cations. The performance of these schedulers decreases due to high computational requirements, 
runtime overhead, and scalability. The problem of high computation requirement is overcome 
with today's modern processing platform but the problem of run time overhead and scalability 
must be addressed. The different run time overheads include migration overheads produce when 
tasks migrate from one processing node to another processing node on a distributed system. The 
task allocation and scheduling problem for multi-rate task sets are developed for multicore par-
allel systems (Puffitsch et al., 2015). These scheduling techniques addressed only specific task 
constraints and not suitable for real-time distributed systems.

Limitations in existing solutions:

The existing real-time scheduler for the distributed system, not address problems that occurred in a 
large-scale distributed system. The different run time overhead like migrations, preemption, and sched-
uling overheads are not considered. Real-time task allocation is a NP-Hard problem in the distributed 
application which requires some heuristics solution. The existing real-time scheduling techniques not 
flexible in terms of system utilization and response time. The existing solutions are not capable to 
handle large scalable real-time distributed systems.
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1.1. Prior Work
Real-time task scheduling on a distributed system is a complex problem. Resource management 

is difficult as the knowledge about the workload is unknown. The synchronization of clocks among 
the nodes is a complex problem. The communication problem equally affects the schedulability due 
to packet loss and late or out-of-order delivery of packets (Atif and Hamidzadeh, 1998). Real-time 
scheduling on distributed systems is categorized into two main types partitioned and global scheduling  
(Ismail et al., 2017). Different scheduling algorithms are presented in these categories and all algo-
rithms have some drawbacks. In Partitioned scheduling tasks are partitioned and assigned to dedicated 
nodes and tasks have to be executed on the same processing nodes. Partitioned scheduler tasks as-
signment problem is NP-hard (Zhang et al., 2018). Partitioned schedulers do not provide an optimal 
schedule. Partitioned schedulers do not support the rescheduling of tasks so dynamic task execution is 
not possible. In Global scheduling, all tasks are scheduled on a common queue and assigned to any free 
processing nodes, and allowed to migrate among the processing nodes (Zhang and Burns, 2009). The 
drawbacks of global scheduling are high migration, preemption, and scheduling overheads. To over-
come the drawbacks of global and partitioned based scheduling this paper presents the cluster-based 
real-time scheduling on the distributed system. It is a hybrid scheduling approach in which a set of 
processing nodes represents a cluster and tasks assigned to the cluster can migrate and execute among 
the same cluster nodes (Sharma et al., 2020). Parallel and distributed computing is extensively used for 
applications with high computing and storage demands as mentioned in a recent publication (Blej and 
Azizi, 2019). Many technologies such as cloud computing, the Internet of Things, fog computing, Big 
data, machine learning used distributed and parallel computers for processing real-time data (Leng et 
al., 2020). The real-time distributed system implement using real-time tasks scheduling on the distrib-
uted system used partitioned and partitioned scheduling (Hluchy et al., 2001).

Partitioned Scheduler:

In partitioned scheduler tasks assigned to dedicated processing nodes and not allowed to migrate 
among the nodes of the cluster. Once the task assignment is done then the problem is converted to a un-
iprocessor (Günzel and Chen, 2020).In partitioned tasks mapped to dedicated processing nodes in many 
to one relationship. Set of tasks assigned to dedicated nodes as shown in Figure 3 (Gandhi et al., 2020)

Figure 3: Partitioned Scheduling
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Global Scheduling:

In global scheduling, tasks are maintained in the common tasks queue as shown in Figure 4 and 
assigned to distribute processing nodes and allowed to migrate among the distributed nodes to achieve 
load balancing (Nemitz et al., 2019).

Figure 4: Global Scheduling

The migration of tasks from one processing node to another node is needed when the resource is 
not available, deadlock situation, lower priority tasks preemption, and efficient load balancing (Qa-
mhieh et al., 2019). Table1 represents the advantages and drawbacks of partitioned and global sched-
uling in the distributed real-time system (Leoncini et al., 2019).

Cluster Scheduling:

Dallas effect shows that there are some tasks set that cannot be schedulable using partitioned sched-
uler but schedulable using the global scheduler. Similarly, some tasks set are not schedulable using a 
global scheduler but schedulable using the partitioned scheduler. So there is a necessity of the hybrid 
scheduler which gets the benefits of the partitioned and global scheduler and removes the drawbacks of 
its (Zhao et al., 2019). Cluster scheduling is a hybrid scheduling approach in which distributed processing 
nodes group together as a cluster as revealed in Figure 5 (Agrawal et al., 2020). 

Figure 5: Cluster Scheduling
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Real-time tasks allowed migrating and executing on the nodes of the same cluster only (Anderson et 
al., 2006). Once the task assignment is done using cluster scheduling the global scheduler is used to decide 
the order of execution of tasks. Different cluster formation heuristics are used to increase the performance 
of cluster schedulers (Saifullah et al., 2014). The number of clusters in a real-time distributed system must 
be less to schedule high task utilization efficiently. The size of the cluster must be large to reduce migration 
and scheduling overhead for low task utilization (Zhuravlev et al., 2011). Homogeneous and heterogeneous 
cluster formation can be possible (Brandenburg and Anderson, 2013). In a homogeneous cluster, there are 
identical numbers of processing nodes and in heterogeneous clusters the numbers of processing nodes are 
different (Bertogna et al., 2009).

1.2 Contributions
The main problem formation of this research manuscript is as follows.
“The cluster-based hybrid scheduler is developed for the real-time distributed system. It groups the 

distributed processing nodes into cluster and schedule tasks on this cluster to improve system perfor-
mance and reduce different scheduling overheads”

The main contributions of this research are as follows.

1. The cluster-based hybrid real-time task scheduling technique is developed for the distributed 
system. First, the distributed processing nodes are first grouped into a set of clusters, and then 
the tasks assigned to the cluster allowed to execute on the processing nodes of each cluster only 
to improve performance and reduce scheduling overheads.

2. Analyze the effect of different clusters size on the performance of the distributed system. The 
number of clusters is equal to the number of processing nodes in the system to act cluster as 
partitioned based scheduling and the number of clusters identical to one to act cluster as global 
scheduling. The cluster can act as a hybrid scheduler by tuning the size of the cluster.

3. Evaluate the effect of different cluster configurations on task acceptance rate and system utiliza-
tion using extensive simulation. The extensive simulation with large tasks and processing nodes 
is performed. The correlation between the task acceptance rate, system utilization, and cluster 
size is identified.

4. Compared and analyses the performance of proposed scheduling techniques with benchmark-
ing on different system parameters like migration, preemption overhead, and response time.

1.3. Organization of Paper
The remaining part of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 explained the methodology of cluster-based in real-time scheduling on a distributed 

system with a system model and implementation of cluster scheduler for distributed system tasks 
scheduling. The experimental setup used for the simulation of the proposed scheduler is also discussed 
in this section. Sections 3 presents the simulation result of proposed scheduling with different perfor-
mance parameters. The discussion of impact and analysis of result produce by proposed scheduling is 
done in Section 4. Section 5 presents the conclusions of the research and future work to be done as an 
extension of this research.
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Table1: Partition Vs Global Scheduling (Ward and Anderson (2012))

Scheduling
Techniques

Advantages Limitations

Existing uni-processor real Time Scheduler Tasks assignment is NP-Hard

used ones task assignment done problem

Used in automobile industry AUTOSTAR Optimal scheduler not exist

Partitioned No migration overheads Not efficiently used the capacity of 
distributed nodes

Scheduling Less scheduling overheads Not efficient for high tasks utilization

Efficient for low tasks utilization Rescheduling not possible

Isolation between distributed nodes High average response time of tasks

Support automatic load balancing Existing uni-processor real time scheduling 
not used

Optimal scheduler exist High migration overheads

Global Efficiently used the capacity of distributed 
processing nodes

High scheduling overheads

Scheduling Tasks average response time is less High preemption overheads

Rescheduling is possible for dynamic tasks 
ex-

Less efficient for low tasks utili-

ecution zation

Tasks assignment is not NP Hard Synchronization of distributed nodes

2. Material and Methods
The scheduling methods for the distributed real-time system are categorized into time-triggered 

and event-triggered. In time-triggered real-time scheduling, the tasks are initializing at fixed time units. 
In distributed real-time systems the clocks at all the processing nodes are synchronized at the same 
global clocks. The non-preemptive static scheduling technique is used where each task and message 
activation is done as per the predefined schedule stored in the table. In the event trigger-based sched-
uling approach, the tasks are activated and schedule on distributed processing nodes when a particular 
event occurs. The event-triggered-based distributed real-time systems are implemented using the pre-
emptive scheduling technique. The tasks get to activate and service on the occurrence of events. In the 
static event, scheduling can be fixed priority-based where particular tasks should get activate decide 
based on the priority assigned to tasks offline. In the dynamic earliest deadline first event scheduling 
the tasks having an earlier deadline will be selected and activated.

The efficient implementation of distributed real-time applications used both time-triggered and 
eventtriggered scheduling approaches on distributed processing architecture. The distributed real-time 
application like autonomous cars where the processing node executes the set of real-time tasks of a 
particular application. The real-time tasks will execute on the same processing nodes using a parti-
tioned-based scheduling approach which faces several drawbacks. The large-scale distributed appli-
cations affect the cost and performance of the system. The partitioned-based solution is not optimal 
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as the tasks are not allowed to move to the processing node with enough processing power to increase 
the performance of the system. Some applications are distributed in nature such as brake systems in an 
automobile is dependent upon several other applications and the implementation of the fault-tolerant 
system is extremely difficult to implement in partitioned-based scheduling approach in distributed 
applications. The global scheduling approach allows tasks to migrate from one processing node to 
another which helps to improve system utilization but at the same time, it will increase the various run-
time overheads in the distributed system like migration and preemption overheads.

The proposed cluster-based scheduling is hybrid scheduling approach which divides the processing 
nodes into the cluster and the real-time tasks allocate to these clusters for execution. The cluster-based 
scheduling for real-time distributed applications consists of two main steps.

Cluster scheduling on a real-time distributed system is divided into two steps as described in  
Figure 6.

1. Tasks Assignment: Where tasks are assigned to processing nodes of each cluster for execution. 
The tasks allocation techniques allocate tasks to the cluster as per the processing capacity of 
each cluster. The task workload is calculated. The sum of tasks workload should be less than or 
equal to the number of processing nodes in each cluster.

2. Task Scheduling: Ones the tasks assigned to the cluster nodes. Tasks scheduler is used to 
decide the order of execution of tasks on available processing nodes on the same cluster. The 
scheduler allows tasks to migrate on the other processing nodes of the same cluster which in-
creases the overall system utilization.

2.1 System Model
The real-time tasks Ti (ei, di,pi) represents by parameter ei as worst-case execution period of tasks, 

di is the deadline of tasks and pi represent the period of tasks Ti (Van den Heuvel et al., 2012).
The real time distributed system consist of set of real time tasks represent as

 T = {T1,T2,T3,T Tn} (1)

Set of processing nodes is represented as

P = {P1,P2,P3,P4 Pn}

The real-time task utilization is calculated by a ratio of the worst-case execution time of tasks to 
the period of the tasks for implicit deadline tasks where the tasks period is equal to the deadline of the 
tasks i.e for each task Ti as in equation 1(Block et al., 2007).

Task Utilization(UTi ) = ei/pi (2)

Where eí is Worst case execution time of tasks Ti pi is the period of tasks Ti
For each processor tasks assigned must follow the following condition

 
∑ ≤= U UPji

n
Ti1  (3)

Where the UPj represents the utilization of processor Pj and UPj ≤ 1
Let the number of cluster in the real-time distributed system is represented as follows. The re-

al-time distributed system with n processing nodes can be grouped into c cluster by using equation 3

https://adcaij.usal.es
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 n/c (4)

So cluster set is represented as

 
= −−− 











C C C C C
m

n
1, 2, 3  (5)

Cluster scheduling can be work as pure global scheduler when c=n and partitioned scheduler when 
c=1.

The set of tasks assigned to cluster Cj with x number of processing node is represented by equation 
4 as follows

 
∑ ≤= U UPji

n
Ti1  (6)

Where UCj as the utilization of cluster UCj<=x.

2.2. Implementation of Cluster Scheduler for Real Time Distributed System
The cluster scheduling algorithm for a real-time distributed system is first to initiate the task sets 

with parameter worst-case execution time, deadline, and period of the task. Initialize the number of 
processing nodes and form the cluster it using different cluster heuristics (Mohaqeqi et al., 2018). The 
size of the cluster tune to a smaller size to increase the system performance which is suitable for tasks 
with high utilization. It solves the problem of the partitioned-based scheduling approach. The size of 
the cluster tune to a higher size to reduce the migration and preemption overheads which is suitable 
for low utilization tasks.

Figure 6: Cluster Scheduling Framework on Distributed Real Time System

Task assignment is the process where the set of generated tasks are assigned to a group of proces-
sors called a cluster. Assumptions of cluster scheduling algorithm for the distributed real-time system 
are as follows:

1. Tasks type is periodic.

2. Implicit tasks deadline where the deadline is equal to the period of tasks

https://adcaij.usal.es
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3 Distributed multiprocessor system

4. Tasks deadline is hard.

5. Tasks are independent.

A cluster scheduling algorithm for a distributed real-time system is developed in which the task set 
is initialized with its worst-case execution time, deadline, and period of tasks. Distributed processing 
nodes are initialized and cluster tuning constant c is initialized based on different cluster formation 
heuristics. The number of clusters in a distributed real-time system is calculated as a ratio of the num-
ber of distributed nodes and cluster tuning constant c. Each real-time task utilization is calculated as 
a ratio of the execution period of tasks and their deadline. For each task, if its utilization is less than 
or equal to one then find the node of lowest utilization of the cluster and assign tasks to this cluster 
nodes and remove the tasks from task sets. If no processing node in the cluster can schedule the given 
tasks then select the nodes of the next cluster. If a task is not schedulable in any processing node of all 
clusters then the tasks will not be assigned to cluster nodes and the schedulability test fails.

Algorithm: Cluster Real Time scheduler on Distributed System

Input: Set of tasks T and processing node P
Output:Task scheduled on cluster 
ditributed proceesing nodes

Initialize: Task Set

T = (T1.T2.T3– – –Tn}

Ti(ei,di,pi)

Processor Set P = ( P1, P2, P3– – –Pm}

Number of processor ín each cluster as c

Cluster = −−− 










C C C C C
m

c
1, 2, 3

for each tasks Ti ϵ T do

Calculate U(Ti) = ei/pi

end for

while Tasks queue get empty

for each task Ti ϵ T do

if U(Ti) ≤ 1

index = 0

for each processor Pi in Cluster Cj where i = 1 to c and j = 1 to c/md

l = PUi

if l > PU(i + 1)

l = PU(i + 1)

index = i
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end if

if U(Ti) ≤ PU (índex) then

PU(index) = PU(index) + U(Ti)

T = T – Ti

go to next task in T

else

j=j + 1

end if – else

end for

else

Ti not schedulable

end if – else

end for

end while

end

2.3 Experimental Setup
The performance evaluation of the proposed cluster-based real-time scheduler on a distributed 

system is done using Simso real-time scheduling simulator (Chéramy et al., 2014). Simso is an open-
source pythonbased real-time scheduling simulator for multiprocessor systems extended for distrib-
uted multiprocessor systems. Tasks are generated randomly using the RandomFixedSum algorithm 
and schedule on the cluser-based real-time distributed scheduler. The proposed algorithm is evaluated 
based on parameters like utilization, migration, preemption, and scheduling overheads. The various 
system configurations used for experiment are as mentioned in Table 2

Table 2: System Configuration

Sr.
No

Parameters Description

01 I.Integrated Modular Avionics(IMA) (F-35,F-22,Dassault Ra-

Workloads fale)

02 2.NIST Hierarchical Real-time Control System (RCS) for Submarine Automation

03 Simulation Platform Simso Real Time Simulator

04 Total Tasks ~10,000

05 Total Cores 02– – –512

06 Number of Cluster={01}(Pure Global Scheduler)

Cluster Number of Cluster={02,04,08,16,32,64,128,256,512}

Number of Cluster ={512}(Pure Partitioned Scheduler)

07 Duration ~2000 simulations executed in ~ 2 hours.
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The simulation result checks on a various set of tasks and processing nodes. The experiment setup 
and workload detail are given. The analysis of the proposed algorithm is tested on clusters with varying 
sizes as follows. The system utilization is varied from 0.60% to 0.95%. For different simulation pa-
rameters with a set of tasks set generated with utilization and period of the tasks is randomly generated 
using Random Fixed Sum which different built-in algorithms are provided in the simulator. Random-
FixedSum algorithm is used to assign the period and utilization to different tasks generated randomly. 
Simso executed more than 1,000 simulations with various configurations.

3. Results
CPU utilization is calculated for the proposed scheduler for a randomly generated task set. Figure 

7 shows the CPU utilization analysis of the proposed scheduler on a set of randomly generated tasks 
and compared with existing global and partitioned-based scheduling algorithms. The tasks scheduled 
under target utilization varied from 0 to 1 and as follows:

U(0.1,0.15,0.25,0.35,0.45,0.5,0.55,0.65,0.75,0.85,0.95}

The results of tasks utilization and acceptance ratio for different cluster variants. The result shows 
that for high tasks utilization the cluster with a smaller size gives a high acceptance rate. The Task 
acceptance ratio of tasks is measured on different task utilization for various sizes of the cluster as 
shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7: Task Utilization Vs Acceptance Ratio

The result shows the acceptance ratio is 100% utilization 0.35 for cluster scheduling. The task 
utilization to acceptance ratio analysis shows that as soon as the number of clusters increases the task 
acceptance rate is decreases. The task acceptance rate is reduced for fewer clusters.
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Figure 8: Migration Overhead Analysis

So the cluster scheduler acts as the partitioned scheduler for the cluster with the size equivalent to 
the number of processing nodes in a distributed real-time system. The key problem in the global sched-
uler is migration overheads which can be minimized using cluster scheduling for distributed systems 
by grouping the nodes into clusters and allowing tasks to migrate among the nodes of the same cluster 
only. The migration overheads analysis is performed with proposed cluster scheduling and a other 
variant of global scheduling methods. The comparative analysis for migration overhead of proposed 
scheduler with the existing variant of global schedulers is shown in Figure 8. The comparative analysis 
of the proposed dynamic cluster-based real-time scheduler for a distributed system with an existing 
global real-time scheduler is presented. The extensive simulation with task sets varied from 500 to 
6000 is performed for this comparison.

Figure 9: Preemption Overhead Analysis
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The proposed real-time scheduler for distributed systems reduces migration overhead counts by 
37% as compared to the optimal global scheduling algorithm. The preemption overhead analysis in 
Figure 9 shows that the number of preemption in the proposed scheduler reduces approximately by 
30% as compared to global scheduling. The proposed scheduler results are checked with the sum of 
migration and preemption with the existing global scheduling algorithm as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10: Sum of Migration and Preemption Counts Analysis

The result shows that the proposed scheduler migration and preemption count is reduced by 33% 
as compared to global scheduling variants. The proposed scheduling is checked with various variants 
of the cluster and performed the analysis of the result.

Figure 11: Migration Overhead Analysis with Different Cluster Size
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Figure 11 shows the result of the proposed scheduler with different cluster sizes. In the cluster with 
a smaller size, the migration overhead is increased. Cluster with the higher size the migration overhead 
gets reduced. For the tasks with less utilization, we have to create a large number of the cluster so that 
the migration and preemption overhead can reduce to a small number as compared to the global sched-
uler. Task with higher utilization, the number of clusters in the distributed system should be tuned to 
a smaller value.

Figure 12: Preemption Overhead Analysis with Different Cluster Size

Figure 12 shows the preemption overhead analysis for the proposed cluster-based scheduler with 
various sizes of clusters. The preemption overhead is inversely proportional to the size of the cluster. 
The number of preemptions reduces as the cluster increases. The size of the cluster tune to a large value 
for tasks with low utilization to reduce the number of migrations.

Figure 13: Response Time Analysis
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Response time analysis performed with proposed scheduler and existing global real-time sched-
uling algorithm for multi-core platform. The response time of the proposed scheduler is compared 
with the existing global real-time scheduling algorithms. The figure presents the performance of the 
proposed realtime scheduling algorithm reduces the response time by approximately 38 % as compare 
to P-Fair PD. Figure 13 shows the comparative analysis reduces the response time of the proposed 
scheduler by approximately 30% as compare to LLREF, 16% as compare to EDZL, 24 % as compare 
to EPDF and 9% as compare to G-EDF.

4. Discussion
The results indicate that the proposed cluster-based hybrid real-time scheduler provides the flex-

ible and scalable scheduling framework for the distributed system by improving the task acceptance 
rate and reduce the migration, preemption overheads, and response time. The research study gives the 
flexible scheduling approach for the distributed system by tuning the size of the cluster. The smaller 
size cluster performance is equitant to the global scheduling approach and solves the problems of par-
titioned-based scheduling. Larger cluster size is equivalent to partitioned scheduling and reduces mi-
gration and preemption overheads which are the drawback of global scheduling. The size of the cluster 
adjusts with some moderate value to get the advantages of both the existing scheduling approach and 
reduce limitations of these scheduling techniques. The analysis of the result shows that the task accep-
tance rate is inversely proportional to the size of the cluster.

µTasks Acceptance Rate
Size of Cluster

1

As soon as we decrease the size of the cluster, the task acceptance rate increases. We can tune the 
size of the cluster to a smaller size for higher system utilization. The average task response time is also 
inversely proportional to the size of the cluster.

µAverageTasks ResponceTime
Size of Cluster

1

The analysis of data collected from the extensive simulation shows that the migration overhead is 
directly proportional to the size of the cluster. As the size of the cluster that is the number of clusters in 
the distributed real-time system increases, the average tasks migration overhead decreases.

Average Tasks Migration Overheads µ Size of Cluster

The analysis of simulation results shows that cluster size is directly proportional to average task 
preemption overheads. The preemption overheads can be decreases by tuning the size of the cluster to 
a smaller value.

Average Tasks Preemption Overheads µ Size of Cluster

The proposed cluster-based real-time distributed system can purely act as partitioned-based sched-
uling when the size of the cluster is equal to the number of distributed processing nodes.
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Size of Cluster = Number of Processing Nodes in Distributed System (for Partitioned Scheduling)

The proposed scheduler act as purely global scheduling when the size of cluster is set to 1.

Size of Cluster = 1 (for Global Scheduling)

The performance of the proposed cluster-based real-time scheduler checked with various challeng-
es of the distributed software system as follows.

Scalability is one of the key challenges with a distributed real-time system. The existing parti-
tioned- based approach is not suitable for an open system where the tasks dynamically get added to 
the existing schedule. In cluster-based scheduling support for an open system. The performance of the 
proposed scheduler does not affect the large distributed system. The extensive simulation performed 
with a large number of processing nodes varied from 1 to 512. The proposed scheduler performance 
is checked with large tasks set varied from 500 to 6000. Global scheduling produces extensive mi-
gration and preemption overheads for the large distributed system so global scheduling is not suited 
for scalable distributed systems. The challenge in a distributed real-time system is security. The tasks 
scheduled on one cluster are separate from another and are not allowed to schedule on another cluster 
processing nodes. One another issue with the distributed real-time system is the concurrency issue. The 
proposed scheduler handles concurrency efficiently as the tasks schedule on cluster share resources. 
The synchronization protocol for each cluster is implemented which is responsible to synchronize 
the task sets assigned to the cluster. The load balancing must be ensured in a distributed real-time 
system. The cluster-based approach is efficiently used to balance. The distributed system provides 
fault tolerance and achieving fault tolerance in the distributed system is the challenge. The proposed 
cluster-based approach is used to ensure fault tolerance by separating the tasks from cluster to cluster. 
If one of the processing nodes in the cluster fails then the system performance will degrade but the 
overall system will not crash like in partitioned-based scheduling.

The rationality of the proposed scheduler is checked with a schedulability test. The schedulability 
test is used to test whether all the tasks assigned to the schedule are schedulable within the deadline or 
not. The task utilization calculated for all tasks assigned to each cluster using the formula in equation 
2 as follows.

= ∑∑
==

ei piTask Utilization for Clsueter Ci
j

m

i

n

11

The set of processor assigned to cluster are Ci={P1,P2,--------Pn}

If the utilization of the total task assigned to each cluster is less or equal to the number of process-
ing nodes assigned to the cluster then the tasks are schedulable on the cluster processor else the tasks 
set are not schedulable not the cluster nodes.

If Tasks Utilization for Cluster Ci ≤ n then tasks is schedulable else tasks are not schedulable on 
the cluster. The distributed real-time system in which tasks schedule using cluster scheduling provides 
high availability and reliability as the cluster-based system does not have a single point of failure like 
partitioned scheduling. In partitioned scheduling, the task sets are assigned to dedicated processing 
nodes and if that node fails then the system gets down. The distributed real-time system scheduled 
using global scheduling is down due to high migration and preemption overheads. The distributed 
real-time system scheduling cluster scheduling is highly available and reliable as one of the processing 
nodes fails then also the system is running with degraded performance.
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Communication latency is one of the critical parameters in the distributed system. The communica-
tion latency in proposed cluster-based scheduling is reducing as the tasks are not allowed to migrate out-
side the cluster. The communication latency can be further reduced by increasing the size of the cluster.

5. Conclusions and Future Work
The real-time scheduling for large distributed systems is a complex problem. The existing real-time 

scheduling techniques for distributed systems are not flexible in terms of system utilization, run-time 
overheads, and response time. In this research, we introduced a cluster-based real-time hybrid tasks 
scheduler is on a distributed system. The cluster-based tasks assignment technique allocates tasks to 
processing nodes and the global scheduler in each cluster is used to schedule the order of execution 
of tasks. The proposed scheduler improves resource utilization by grouping the distributed processing 
nodes into the cluster. The tasks set assigned to these clusters to improve system utilization and tasks 
acceptance ratio over partitioned-based scheduling. The proposed scheduler reduces the migration and 
preemption overhead as compared to the global scheduler as the tasks are allowed to migrate within 
the processing nodes of the same cluster. The performance of the proposed hybrid scheduler is ap-
proximately equivalent to the partitioned scheduler for cluster size equal to the number of processing 
nodes in the distributed system. When the cluster size is tune to one, then the proposed scheduler act 
as a global scheduler. The proposed scheduler performance was evaluated using extensive simulation 
for various sizes of clusters and the result shows that the proposed algorithm increases the percentage 
of the tasks acceptance ratio by 8% and 20% as compare to global and partitioned scheduling. The 
migration and preemption overhead is also significantly reduced using cluster schedules as compared 
to global scheduling. The migration overhead analysis shows that the proposed scheduler reduces the 
number of migration by 42% as compared to the global scheduling approach. The numbers of preemp-
tion reduce by 33% in the cluster scheduler as compared to the global scheduler. The average response 
time of the proposed scheduler was reduced by 34% as compare to partitioned-based scheduling.

Energy-efficient scheduling in the distributed system performs an important role so the proposed 
cluster-based real-time scheduling for a distributed system is extended to address energy-efficient 
distributed scheduling. The proposed scheduler can be extended for the aperiodic tasks model. The 
proposed scheduler was extended to support resource synchronization on a distributed system. The 
performance analysis of the proposed cluster-based scheduling approach for the distributed system 
extended for tasks with mixed-criticality.
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